CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

TO: CARACAS
FROM: DIRECTOR, FBI
CONF: BELL 15
INFO: DDP, COP, ADDP/A, WH 4, BELL S/C

TO: CARA
INFO: CITE &
BELL
0558

REF: CARA 5330 (IN 2561)*

1. REQUEST NO STA CONTACT AND NO GUIDANCE TO YOUR SOURCES RE TREATMENT OF EITHER. WE INTERESTED ANY INFO YOU OBTAIN THEIR MISSION AND ACTIVITIES.

2. NO HIS KNOWLEDGE BOTIPOL ETA OR HIS OR RAY'S PLANS GO CARA.

END OF MESSAGE

*WH Comment: CLARK reported Monolo RAY arriving CARA 4 Jun and Luis BOTIPOL to arrive CARA near future. Requested ETA BOTIPOL and guidance for treatment both persons.

[Signature]

F. E. King, C/M/D
COORDINATING OFFICER
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